Green Courier is the UK’s leading
environmentally friendly courier service

Promoting sustainable solutions
for the rapid despatch market
Green Courier is the UK’s leading
environmentally friendly courier service,
promoting sustainable solutions for the rapid
despatch market. The company is one of London’s
largest independent couriers and through a mix
of zero and ultra-low emission vehicles, provides
a Carbon Balanced service, built on decades of
experience in the transport solution business.

Goods Vehicles
Green Courier has invested in a large fleet of ultra-low
emission goods vehicles that emit a minuscule 89g/KM in
CO2 in addition to returning over 70mpg. This compares
favourably with the more commonly used hybrid vehicles
marketed today.

Meet the fleet
Green Courier utilises one of the lowest carbon emitting
fleets in the industry, recording all residual carbon emissions
that it is responsible for and offseting the emissions using the
World Land Trust’s Carbon Balanced Programme.
Small Vans
Green Courier boasts a large fleet of small vans of which
an ever-increasing proportion is made up of zero-emission
electric powered vehicles, which further bolsters the
company’s environmental credentials. The remainder of
the fleet are ultra-low emission or LPG (Liquid Petroleum
Gas) powered, which is also environmentally friendly.
Green Courier continually monitors for up-to-date
developments in environmentally friendly vehicles in this
sector.
Bicycles
Green Courier operates one of the largest bicycle fleets in
the country, covering all areas of central London.
Green Courier also operates a fleet of electric bicycles,
delivering a greater range and benefitting from satellite
tracking functionality.

Motorcycles
Green Courier uses motorcycles purpose-built by Honda
and designed with low-impact environmental activity in
mind. Green Courier motorcycles are a significant
departure from the conventional courier bike, producing
less than half the emissions allowed under current Euro 3
motorcycle standards and returning upwards of 80 mpg,
thus reducing the carbon footprint further.

Large Vans
Green Courier has Short Wheelbase and Long
Wheelbase Transit vans and Luton vans with tail-lifts
available for the delivery of large consignments, including
palletised goods. Larger vehicles means journey numbers
can be minimised, thereby keeping whole-consignment
emissions and costs down. Green Courier continually
monitors for up-to-date developments in environmentally
friendly vehicles in this sector.

A delivery solution tailored to you
Same Day

The size, weight and urgency of each consignment
delivered by Green Courier will determine the type of
service that is required.
Eco - Delivered by the end of the day in the most
environmentally considerate way

Your consignment will be collected and delivered in a
way that has the least impact on the environment. We
utilise our sophisticated vehicle tracking management
software which accurately calculates the emissions of
each individual vehicle per journey, optimising your
delivery accordingly.
Express - Delivered within agreed time parameters

This service offers the optimal balance between speed
and environmental impact, where deadlines are adhered
to without compromising our carbon emissions
commitments.
Direct - Exclusively delivered

This service uses a dedicated vehicle and is given the
highest priority. Within minutes of your booking, a
Green Courier Despatch Agent will collect your
consignment and transport directly to its destination.
This is a premium service for urgent requirements, or for
consignments that are large enough to completely fill the
capacity of the vehicle being utilised.
Next Day

For deliveries that are not so urgent in nature,GreenCourier
has an overnight service available to account customers.
The pricing structure is dictated by the size and weight of
each consignment, and the timing window for delivery.
There are three windows available, as follows:
Next day before 0900
Next day before midday
Next day before 1600

All consignments are picked-up and transported back to
the company’s main depot for safe storage. The goods
are weighed and then despatched to ensure delivery
within the predefined timing window.
Multi-Drop Deliveries

Available at a regular scheduled time or on an ad-hoc
basis, Green Courier conducts many regular multi-drop
deliveries on behalf of its clients. Where possible, the
same courier will be utilised as this helps to develop a
relationship between the client and their regular delivery
driver.

Environmental credentials

Enabled by our state-of-the-art Navman GPS tracking
system, Green Courier automatically records all
fleet-generated carbon emissions that it is responsible for,
and then offsets all of these emissions by working with the
World Land Trust, a UK-based international nonprofit
conservation organisation, taking direct action to save
rainforests and other wildlife habitats.
The World Land Trust’s local partners secure forested
areas of very high conservation value threatened with
clearance, placing them under permanent protection.
Currently, it targets the buffer zone of the Podocarpus
National Park on the slopes of the Ecuadorian Andes.
Living the philosophy
Green Courier’s commitment to the environment stretches
beyond the business of despatch solutions. The company
is actively engaged in renewable energy schemes and
has a large PV solar panel system installed at the West
London head office. Such a solution will represent a
substantial reduction in non-fleet emissions, in addition to
producing more than enough electricity to self-generate
the whole of the building around the clock.
The Green Courier offices based at Green Park House in
the heart of Central London are also environmentally
aware and have many sustainable features:Furniture made from 50% recyclable materials, which in
turn are recyclable, sensor lighting in all common areas,
low energy lighting, highly efficient insulation, solar PV,
triple glazed windows, electric charging points, cycle
storage, rainwater harvesting and recycling throughout
the building.
Green Courier continually monitors and reviews its
impact on the environment and a concerted effort is
made to buy sustainable products wherever possible.

International

Green Courier has global coverage, allowing for
deliveries overseas to almost every town in every country
in the world (barring conflict zones). For more information
on pricing tariffs/rate cards, please call 0207 0344 445

Call: 0207 0344 445

www.greencourier.co.uk

